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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Physical education is relatively new in the school curriculum,
and yet it is an exceedingly old form of education.

The parent who

taught his son to throw a spear, to hunt wild game in the forest, and
to perform the many skills necessary for survival in tribal life of uncivilized man, may well have been the first physical educator.

The

need to throw the spear has passed, but the need to throw still exists.
Although man no longer needs to hunt wild game as a means of survival,
the sporting urge to hunt still continues.
The Greeks and Romans were first to give physical education
an important place in the educational program.

Since its inception,

social, economic, and political influences have operated to use it for
varied purposes.

The modern movement for a wider use of physical

education is not limited to the needs listed above.

The pressures of a

highly competitive society and a way of life demanding less physical
effort in daily work caused man to seek an outlet for his stored-up
emotions.

The need for park and playground development, improved lake

and mountain recreational areas, and accelerated school physical education programs has become a necessity if we are to survive.
Physical education is defined by the Physical Education Guide
of Washington State as: "That part of general education which emphasizes
a variety of motor experiences selected and taught with full regard for
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their values to the growth, development, and behavior of each individual."
(2 :8)

Physical education has the same responsibilities and the same ob-

jectives as has education in general.

Van Hagen, Dexter and Williams

list twelve major purposes of physical education (10 :4):
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Development of basic muscular strengths and the coordination
used in fundamental skills.
Development of correct postural habits and ability to relax.
Development of mastery of physical powers, with the capacity
for sustained effort through the exercises of the large muscles
and vigorous play.
Development of body poise and creativity in motion through
enjoyable rhythmical activities.
Development of sufficient skill in motor activities to provide
pleasure and satisfaction.
Development of individual's interest in maintaining his own
optimum physical, mental, social and emotional well-being.
Development of individual's desire to appreciate and master
worthwhile physical recreational skills.
Development of the social integration of each individual within
the group through activities that give opportunity for satisfying
experiences.
Development of emotional stability through frequent and vigorous
participation in activities within the capacity of the individual
to realize.
Development of desirable social attitudes inherent in group relationships, such as leadership and followership, subordination
of the individual to the welfare of the group, generosity to
opponents, tolerance toward playmates of different races or
creeds or of different physical abilities.
Development of a sense of individual and group responsibility
for civic behavior on the playground, in the school, and in the
community.
Development of courage, initiative, alertness, self-control,
and co-operation in group activities or individual games.
Physical Education can meet these objectives if it is properly

organized and administered.

- 3 THE PROBLEM

Statement of the Problem
The purposes of this study are (1) to develop a physical education
program for Wilson Junior High School at Yakima, Washington; (2) to
develop the instructional units of activity and skills; (3) to develop the
use of student leaders; (4) to develop, organize, and motivate the program.
Importance of the Study
In more recent years greater emphasis has been placed on the
physical fitness aspect of physical education programs, due to rising
national interest in that area.

President John F. Kennedy, in a presi-

dential message to the schools, stated (7:i):

"The strength of our

democracy is no greater than the collective well-being of our people.
The vigor of our country is no stronger than the vitality and will of all
our countrymen.

The leve 1 of physic al, mental, moral and spiritual

fitness of every American citizen must be our constant concern."
Mr. Kennedy puts the spot light on the schools by saying, "I am directing this urgent call to strengthen all programs which contribute to the
physical fitness of our youth.

I strongly urge each school to adopt the

three specific recommendations of my Council on Youth Fitness:
I.
2.
3.

Identify the physically underdeveloped pupil and work with
him to improve his physical capacity.
Provide a minimum of fifteen minutes of vigorous activity
every day for all pupils.
Use valid fitness tests to determine pupils' physical abilities
and evaluate their progress.
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The adoption of these recommendations by our schools will
ensure the beginning of a sound basic program of physical developmental activity."
There have been many books written on physical education,
but they can only be used as a guide.

Each community with its varying

needs, each with its store of equipment, and each child with his
particular needs and interest will dictate the emphasis in its program.
This study will attempt to develop a program tailored to the
needs of boys in Wilson Junior High School at Yakima, Washington.

CHAPTER II
ADMINISTRATION AND ORGANIZATION OF THE
SCHOOL PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
Philosophy
The Physical Education Guide for the State of W:::ishington
states its philosophy as follows (6: 8):
Physical education is that part of general education which
emphasizes a variety of motor experiences selected and taught
with full regard for their values to the growth, development,
and behavior of each individual.
Philosophy plays a large part in the statement of aims and
objectives in physical education.

The Washington State Guide gives

the following outcome in its stated philosophy (6 :8):
1. To develop and maintain maximum physical fitness for
living a healthy person will have sound functioning of the bodily
processes, is free of remediable defects, possesses such qualities
as strength, endurance, flexibility, speed, a sense of balance,
good posture, and mechanics.

2. To develop useful physical skills a skillful person is
proficient in many fundamental skills, such as walking, dodging,
gauging moving objects, and lifting, that are essential to living
safely and successfully. He has abilities in a variety of activities
such as swimming, other individual and team sports, and dancing,
which contribute to physical and social efficiency at each state of
life.
3. To develop social-emotional stability a socially mature
person manages his emotions satisfactorily even in intense situations; he is courageous and resourceful, and he finds socially
acceptable outlets for feelings and aggressions which sometimes
build up under the pressures of living.
4. To enjoy wholesome physical recreation a person who has
acquired a fund of recreational interests, knowledge, appreciation
and skills will include in daily living activities that are creative,
relaxing, or stimulating.
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To plan a physical education program the teacher must reconcile his own philosophy of education with that of the school system
as a whole.
The Individual Program
The school program is primarily an extension of the home, in
its obligation to the child.

Every effort must be made by the teacher to

tailor the program to the needs of the child.

Helen M. Starr states

that (9:38):
Parents should expect the school health, physical education,
and recreation program to provide for individual differences of
pupils. Such a program is tailored to the needs and interests of
pupils according to skill, age, grade, and health status. Individual
differences of pupils are determined in a number of ways: by medical
examination, by the mental and physical ability of pupils as shown
by selected tests, by observation of pupil performances, and the
like.
The teacher must keep any and all individual problems of
s tu den ts in mind when he plans the over-all program.

Helen M. Starr

continues (9:38):
An important part of this individualized program is the attention
given to the child whose health status prevents him from participating in the regular school program of physical education. Such a
pupil is placed in a small class which provides what is referred to
as adapted physical education or as individualized or remedial
education. Here, a special program is planned for him in terms
of what he can do to maintain physical fitness.
In most situations the handicapped child, if he is permitted to
stay in physical education at all, must remain a part of a large class.
limited program of activity, prescribed by the family doctor, is usually
be st for the child.

A
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As stated by Schoon (8:138):
One of the aims of adapted physical education is to assist
the student in coping with his condition and asserting a fuller
command of his situation.
Most family physicians in Yakima are very helpful to the physical
education teacher by prescribing a program for those needing limitation
in activity.

With this medical advice, the teacher is now able to tailor

the regular program to the needs of the individual child.

This is done by

placing restrictions on certain elements of exercise while emphasizing
others.

While our exercise room and equipment is far from adequate to

serve an adaptive program, it is a step in the right direction.
Scheduling
Each school arranges its schedule to meet its own particular needs
and to make the best use of available facilities.

Each unit of activity is

scheduled for the season in which it traditionally belongs, with full advantage taken of the opportunity to be out of doors when weather permits.
Legal Consideration
The Legislature of the State of Washington, as early as 1909, made
provision for physical education in the schools by establishing requiremen ts for high schools and colleges.

It was in 1934 that the State Board

of Education first required a definite two-year program of health and
physical education in high school.

However, in 1944, a set of minimum

standards were adopted thus paving the way for a grant of full credit toward graduation if the following requirements were met (6 :9):
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

Program offered five days each week.
Teacher properly prepared and certificated with at least a
minor in the fields of health and physical education.
A physical examination for each student participating in the
program.
Development of proper correction program.
The same level of scholastic achievement in health classes
as in other classes.
A minimum program in health classes to include the following:
First Aid
Care of the body
Safety
Sound philosophy
Public Health
of living
Physical Education essentially a teaching period and the
instructor in charge of the class at all times.
Athletes excused from physical education classes only on
those days on which they are actually turning out for a
particular sport but attend health classes during the period of
competition.
Development of a testing program measuring the progress of
the students.

Public Relations
The most effective public relations work is usually accomplished at the administrative level for the larger district.

However, there are

some things the individual physical education teacher can do to acquaint
the parents with the school program.

The physical fitness report sent

home with each boy has been very effective with our Wilson Junior High
School parents.

The report followed up with talks and gymnastic de-

monstrations for P. T .A. meetings, a district wide gymorama open to the
general public, and an occasional article in the local paper were the
techniques used this past year.

Refer to the Appendix for examples of

forms used in public relations - "A" is the physical fitness report and
is the gymorama program.

II

D"
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Administrative Policies
A course in Health and Physical Education is required of all
ninth grade boys and girls at Wilson Junior High School.
is worth one credit towards a high school diploma.

This course

No one is exempt

from taking physical education without a medical excuse.

However, a

loss of credit in junior high school can be made up on the senior high
school level.
Seventh and eighth grade boys and girls are required to share
a single class period on alternating days with reading and science
respectively, and physical education.

Health instruction at this level

is integrated with the science program.
The Yakima School District gives its whole-hearted support to
an aggressive, well organized physical education program.
of Schools, M. L. Martin stated:

Superintendent

"Yakima school administration policies

pledge support to a high quality program of health and physical education
for the youth in our schools. "

(11 :ii)

Time Allotment
Most authorities agree that if physical education is to be
effective, it must be given with regularity.

For Yakima School District

No. 7, this means 50 minutes daily for all ninth grade boys and girls.
The seventh and eighth grade boys and girls have a 50-minute program
every other day, which adds up to one half of the total number of days
in a school year.
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SEVENTH GRADE .:.. 124 boys share the sixth period equally between
courses in Physical Education and reading.

This "half-time" arrange-

ment based on odd and even numbered days, breaks down into a class
load of 32 students per instructor, utilizing two teaching stations.

This

method gives the physical education instructors an opportunity to meet
with one half of the seventh grade boys every other day.

Only a minimum

amount of testing is attempted to permit more time for emphasis on fitness
and skill developing activity.
EIGHTH GRADE - 130 boys share an odd and even alternating day
arrangement between courses in Physical Education and science.

In

this grade, however, half of the boys share their science and Physical
Education days during fourth period while the other half shares the fifth
period.
station.

This method allows the lone teacher to utilize a second teaching
More time is devoted to testing at this level to establish a

basis for a letter grade.
NINTH GRADE - 15 0 boys are divided into five sections scheduled
in first, second, and third periods, five days per week.

Only one

section is scheduled during first period, with second and third periods
having two sections each.

All periods having double sections scheduled

have two physicai education teachers assigned.

A considerable amount

of time is spent on testing and evaluation at this level, to arrive at a
uniform basis for grades and to motivate the students toward greater
achievement.
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Evaluation
A statement of purpose in testing by Bovard, Cozens, and
Hagman (2:382):
There is only one real major purpose of diagnosis in any field
of educational measurement, namely, that of determining as accurately as possible the true condition of the pupil with reference to his
capabilities and skills.
Checking pupils' scores against their own past performances
requires the keeping of accurate records, but it is necessary in measuring
progress of students.

Skill and knowledge tests are given following the

completion of each instructional unit.
The more important major skills taught in each unit are selected
for testing.

Skilled performance is appraised on an expected level of

achievement, for each grade, by the teacher and rated 1 through 4, with
4 representing an "A" grade for reaching the assumed level.

Skill test

results are weighted as 50% of the student's grade.
Knoweldge tests given after the completion of each skill unit
are scaled on the basis of 100 points with the score of 90 representing
the minimum for an "A"; 80 representing the minimum for a

11

B11 ; 70 re-

presenting the minimum for a "C"; 60 representing the minimum for a "D"
grade; and all scores of 59 and below are failing.

Knowledge test results

are weighted as 20% of the student's grade.
Health and first aid tests are scored similarily to the method
used in skill knowledge tests.

However, since the Health and first aid
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course is taught as a unit and shares equal time with activity units,
it is weighted equally in the 5 0 % of the total grade.
Fitness tests are administered in two parts.

The A.A.H.P.E.R.

fitness test with national norms, is given in September and again in
April.

The results in this test are used for screening students needing

emphasis in low areas and to guide the teacher in developing the over-all
exercise program for all students.

The color test phase of the fitness

program is used as a motivational device, visual status symbol, for the
student and for grading purposes by the teacher.
ed within the last four weeks of each quarter.
each student over a three year period.

This test is administer-

Record cards are kept for

A student in the gray or red

uniform making a "one star" advance in all areas of testing receives an
"A".

If a student makes 50% of a "one star" advancement, he will re-

ceive a grade of

11

B

11
•

Advancing in no more than two items of the test

receives a grade of "C" and with no advancement, "D".
attained green status are graded as follows:

Students having

(1) gain in any two areas

without loss in another area receives an "A" grade; (2) maintaining
level with no loss receives a "B" grade; (3) loss in one or two areas
only receives a "C" grade, and (4) loss in more than two areas receives
a "D" grade. Any student attaining gold status receives an "A". Anyone
refusing to try at all, will fail.
at 20% of the total grade.

These fitness test results are weighted
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Grading in Physical Education
The grades given should be based on the degree of achievement
of the following objectives: organic skills, neuromuscular skills,
interpretative skills, and social adjustment.

The students getting the

highest grades should be those most nearly achieving the objectives
set forth as goals for the course.

Grades must be computed and entered

on report cards at the end of each 9-week period.
Grading in Physical Education ranges from letter grades in the
ninth and eighth grades, to granting "S" and "U" in the seventh grade.
Our practice is to group the grades in the following manner: care of
equipment, conduct, cooperation, and sportsmanship are valued at 10%,
neuromuscular skills receive 50% credit; knowledge and rules in activity
tests receive 20% credit; and physical fitness is valued at 20% of the
total grade.
The health and first aid grade is added, with equal weight, to
activity units running parallel with it.

The value of all skill units will

remain at 50% of the total grade.
Each letter grade given in each of the four weighted areas is
represented by a numerical equivalent as follows: 4 represents a grade
oi "/',,"; 3 represents a grade of "B"; 2 represents a grade of "C"; 1 represents a grade of "D"; and O represents a grade of "F". Anyone showing reasonable effort does not receive a failing grade.

The numerical

equivalent of the grade earned in each of the four areas is multiplied by
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the percent of weight assigned that area.

The sum of these figures is

divided by 100 to arrive at an average of all weighted grades.

The

numerical result is now converted into a letter grade representing the
final 9-week grade.
General Requirements for Wilson Junior High School
Physical education is a full fledged member of the curriculum
at Wilson Junior High School.

The physical education class is primarily

an instructional period although, by its nature, it is recreational as well.
It is a scheduled part of the school day and a student may not choose to
stay or leave at his own whim.

But, a student may be withdrawn from

physical education for the entire school year or be recommended for
limited activity by his family physician.

When a child is ill, a note

from home or the teacher's judgment may serve as an excuse.
Uniforms
Each boy is required to wear the standard gymnasium clothing
consisting of a white tee shirt, athletic socks, supporter, tennis shoes
of any color, and trunks.

The color of trunks worn is indicative of his

fitness level attained in the testing program.

The color steps are as

follows: gray represents average achievement, red represents above
average achievement, green represents excellent achievement, and gold
represents superior or honors rating.
Squad Leadership Corp
Ninth grade boys, who show potential leadership qualities and
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have attained above average academic and physical skills, and fitness
achievement, may request assignment to the seventh or eighth grade
physical education classes a~ a squad leader.
counselor's help, will make the final selection.

The teacher, with the
The student leadership

corp at Wilson Junior High School has been developed to meet the first
seven objectives listed by McLohon.

Each group of squad leaders is

organized to assist in one grade level and is not organized as a single
unit needing elected officers.
McLohon lists eight objectives for his gym leadership corp (5:3):
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

To assist the instructor.
To be a master of what you teach and not whom you teach.
To set an example for your classmates.
To consider student safety at all times.
To act as a leader in every possible way to the best of your
ability.
To be fair, to be firm .
To show a sincere interest in helping all those who need it.
a. Do not discuss a student's progress with another student.
b. Do not converse with fellow students except for the purpose
of instruction.
To respect your elected officers.
At \!\Tilson, we assign two student leaders to each class section

to assist in class management, assist in demonstrations, lead calisthenic
exercises, and give individualized help to students.

The student leader

is expected, in addition to his regular duties, to maintain a high fitness
and skill level.

His grades are based on a subjective appraisal of his

growth in leadership ability and improvement in the area of fitness and
physical skills.
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Specific Requirements for Wilson Junior High School Class Routine
The tardy bell signals the beginning of each class period.
All class members must be dressed in their gym uniform and seated,
by squads, on the dressing room benches within five minutes.
is a consistent practice for all grades.

This

For the seventh and eighth

grades the team captains report the roll to one of 4 squad leaders while
the other 3 squad leaders check uniforms for cleanliness and proper
marking.

This assistance gives the teachers sufficient time to counsel

non-suiters with parental excuses and those wishing to be excused
because they have become ill since arriving at school.

In the ninth

grade, one teacher takes care of the counseling needs while the other
takes roll report from squad captains.

Uniforms are checked for cleanli-

ness each Monday for the ninth grade.
Any announcements or instructions of general nature are given
to all grades immediately after roll is taken.

Students are now instructed

to report to a designated area for 8 minutes of vigorous calisthenics in
mass formation, led by one of the top fitness students wearing a green
uniform in the ninth grade or by a squad leader in the seventh or eighth
grade level.

Occasionally, the class section is broken down into color

units where calisthenic exercises may be led by one of the top performers in each unit.

This gives more boys an opportunity to practice

leadership under the supervision of the teachers and the squad leaders
as indicated in the seventh and eighth grades.
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Each teacher will now assemble his entire section together
for the explanation and demonstration of skills to be learned during the
period.

After the drill procedure is explained each squad is given the

necessary equipment and sent to a designated area to practice the skills
under the supervision of the captain or squad leader, depending upon the
grade level involved.

The teacher ni.ay then move about assisting wherever

needed.
This is a general plan used for instruction in all activity.
H')wever, due to wide differences in ability and development, we break
down into color teams for competition in combative sports.

This gives

the meek little boy in the gray uniform a morale boost by not having to
compete against a much stronger boy wearing green.
An outside warning bell rings 12 minutes before the end of the

period.

This gives every boy time to shower and dress before passing

to his next class.

Everyone "must" shower.

We feel that if a boy is

well enough to participate in activity, he is well enough to shower.
Towels are handed to each student following his shower.
adjacent to the showers is provided for students.
this drying area until they have dried themselves.

A drying area

They must remain in
This helps in keeping

the dressing area dry and more sanitary for the next class.

CHAPTER III
THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM
The State Curriculum Committee of the Maine State Department of Education stated that (4:32):
The major purposes of physical education are to develop
the physical fitness, stamina, and strength of boys and girls,
and to help build neuromuscular skills and habits which are lifelong assets. To accomplish this objective we believe that five
5 0-minute periods each week should be provided for each pupil
in grades 7-12.
The school day at Wilson is divided into six SO-minute
periods, with an additional fifteen minutes for homeroom activity,
added to the first period.
Bucher lists four components of the school physical education
program.

They are:
(1) the required class program, (2) the adaptive program,

(3) the intramural and extramural program, and (4) the interschool program. (3:135)
The Required Class Program
Great care must be taken to avoid the idea that mediocre
performance is a satisfactory goal.

Dorothy Allen reports that, Lock,

made the following statement about learning and performance:

"To

bring the level of learning and performance up as high as possible is
part of our pursuit of excellence."

(1 :3)

Dorothy Allen continues:

"Every student can excel at something, and it is the teacher's responsibility and challenge to discover what this excellence may be,
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then to capitalize on each student's abilities.
rather than classes.

11

We teach individuals

(1 :3)

Bucher lists eight instructional requirements of the required
program as follows (3: 13 5):
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The physical education class program is a place to teach the
skills, strategies, appreciations, understandings, knowledges,
rules, regulations, and other material and information that is
part of the program.
Instruction should be basic and interesting.
Instruction should be progressive.
Instruction should involve definite standards.
Instruction should involve more than physical activity.
A textbook should be used.
There should be records.
There should be homework.
The unit plan approach seems to encompass all of Bucher' s

requirements satisfactorily.

Simplicity in planning will save the

teacher many hours of preparation.
Unit Plan
A teaching unit refers to a period of time during which a
particular activity is taught.

A yearly program will have many teaching

uni ts, usually of 4 to 6 weeks duration.

Sample of the yearly program

with particular reference to skills is shown in Appendix "C

11
•

teaching provides purpose and direction to each class period.

Unit
In unit

planning, the teacher must give careful consideration to the specific
objectives and activities to be included in the unit.
Procedure of Instruction
The teacher will form all students into section groups for
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explanation of fundamental skills to be covered during the period.

Squad

leaders are used in the teacher-led student demonstration of skills and
the drills in which they are taught.

After all questions are answered

and explanations understood, the class is broken up into squads, under
the supervision of leaders in the seventh and eighth grades or captains
as in the case of the ninth grade, to practice skills.

It should be under-

stood that calisthenics are a part of every class period.
Football Unit
Since football, as a team activity, will be relatively new to
students in the junior high, the skills will be introduced to the seventh
grade boys on the beginner's level.

The eighth grade, having had the

basic course of football skills, will receive instruction on the advanced
beginner's level, with the ninth grade programmed for the intermediate
status.

This will give a sequence in the presentation.
The following daily lesson shows the instructional approach to

the teaching unit.
Date:
Class:

September 5
Grades 7, 8, 9

Equipment: 8 footballs
Time:
50 minutes

General Objectives
1.

To teach knowledges and develop appreciation for football
related activities.

2.

To modify the game or use homogeneous grouping for students
to insure enjoyment by all students.
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Specific Objectives
1.

To build endurance

2.

To teach passing skills

3.

To teach receiving skills

4.

To teach running skills
Time in
Minutes

Procedure

Organization

Change, roll, and announcements

Squad formation

6

Warm-up exercises

Squad formation

8

Teach passing technique

Leader and line

8

Teach receiving technique

Leader and line

10

Teach running technique

Leader and line

8

10

Shower and dress

The following 5-week unit plan shows the weekly progression
of specific skill instruction.
Physical
Fitness

Physical
Skills

Knowledge and
Appreciation

Social
Development

Endurance
Speed

Passing
Catching
Running
Kicking

History
Safety

Squad organization
Elect captains
Group responsibility for conducting drills

1

Endurance
Speed
Agility
Accuracy
Balance

Review skills

Rules for leadGroup responsiup game of
bili ty for followtouch and
ing rules of
game
pass
Field demonstrations
Teamwork

2

Wk.
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Physical
Fitness

Physical
Skills

Knowledge and
Appreciation

Social
Development

Endurance
Speed
Agility
Accuracy
Balance

Review skills
Blocking skills
for flag football

Rules modified
for flag football
Offensive and
defensive
strategies
Penalties and
assessments

Teamwork
Sportsmanship
Officiating

Endurance
Speed
Agility
Accuracy
Balance

Round robin play
involving above
skills

How to organize How to be humble
round robin play in winning and a
and keep team
good sport when
standings
losing
Develop own
plays

4

Endurance
Speed
Agility
Balance
Accuracy

Round robin play
involving above
skills

Etiquette in play

5

Group planning and
teamwork

The lead-up game of "touch and pass" is taught first to give
all students, regardless of size or ability, the opportunity to handle the
ball offensively.
Squads are re-organized into color teams to equalize competition for flag ball.

This gives the smaller, more immature boy greater

opportunity in competing on his own level and offers greater challenge
to the more mature boy.
The seventh and eighth grades will need to spend an additional
two weeks on this lesson because they are on the alternating day plan.

Wk.
3
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Safe Hunting Unit
A law was passed in 19 5 8, requiring boys and girls under 18
years of age to pass a safe hunting course before being eligible to
purchase a hunting license.

To satisfy this requirement, a safe hunting

course was instituted for all seventh grade boys and any seventh grade
girl wishing to be included.

The course, including orientation, ex-

planation, demonstration, and testing requires four SO-minute class
periods.

Those meeting the course requirements are issued a safe

hunting certificate which will, upon presentation, entitle them to purchase a hunting license.

We have been fortunate in obtaining the

assistance of the United States Army Reserve Corp in setting up demonstrations of safe gun handling.
The following daily lesson plan shows the instructional approach
to the unit.
Date:
Class:

This unit preceeds the football unit in the seventh grade.

September 5, 7, 9, 11
Grade 7

Equipment:
Time:

Textbooks, charts,
guns, etc.
50 minutes

General Objectives
1.

To teach knowledge and skills of safe hunting practice.

Special Objectives
1.

To teach safe hunting procedures.

2.

To teach safe handling of firearms.

3.

To teach laws and courtesy for hunters.

4.

To teach general safety and courtesy.

5.

To demonstrate safe practice procedures.
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FIRST DAY
Procedure

Organization

Roll call

Classroom seating

Lecture on laws and safety
practices

3
30

II

Display of weapons and demonstration of their use

Time in
Minutes

II

17

SECOND DAY
Procedure

Organization

Roll call

Classroom seating

Time in
Minutes
3

Lecture on safety in the field

II

15

Lecture on hunting courtesy

II

15

Class discussion

II

17

THIRD DAY
Procedure

Organization

Roll call

Classroom seating

Demonstration of safe handling
skills

II

Time in
Minutes

3

47

FOURTH DAY
Procedure

Organization

Roll call

Classroom seating

Time in
Minutes
5

Lecture on weapon terminology

II

10

Review of hunting laws

II

5

Review of safety practices

II

5

Testing

II

27
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Soccer Unit
Intermediate soccer skills are taught in the ninth grade only
because time does not permit its placement in the seventh or eighth
grades.

Emphasis is placed on vigorous play as well as the develop-

ment of skills.
The following daily lesson plan shows the instructional
approach to the teaching unit.
Date:
Class:

October 7
Grade 9 (only)

Equipment:
Time:

8 soccer balls
50 minutes

General Objectives
1.

To teach knowledge and appreciation for soccer.

2.

To encourage vigorous play for development of personal fitness.

Specific Objectives
1.

To build endurance

2.

To introduce dribbling the ball

3.

To introduce heading the ball

4.

To discuss playing techniques

Procedure

Organization

Change, roll, and announcements

Squad formation

Warm-up exercises
Introduce dribbling technique
Introduce heading technique
Introduce rules of the game
Shower and dress

II

Captain and line
II

Squad group

Time in
Minutes
6
8

10
8
8

10

- 26 The following 3-week unit plan shows the weekly progression
of specific skill instruction.
Physical
Fitness

Physical
Skills

Knowledge and
Appreciation

Social
Development

Endurance
Speed
Agility

Dribbling
Passing
Trapping
Blocking

History
Rules and
modifications
Safety

Squad organizing
Elect captains
Group responsibility

1

Endurance
Speed
Agility
Balance

Review skills
Round robin
games

Application of
rules
Officiating

Cooperation
Sportsmanship

2

Endurance
Speed
Agility
Balance

Round robin play
involving above
skills
Testing

Captains
officiating

Leadership
Followership

3

Basketball Unit
Basketball is an activity that tends to limit vigorous movement
if the program is confined to a single teaching station.

This situation

is alleviated in several ways which allows the program greater versatility.
During the time period between October 28 and January 23, the two
sections of ninth grade boys in each class period will go on an alternating odd and even day program.

While the even day section is using

the gymnasium facility for basketball, the odd day section will be a
classroom situation having health and first aid.

The vigorous movement

phase of .basketball is further encouraged by selection of lead-up

Wk.
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activities that involve the entire group in action rather than just a few.
During the round robin phase of the activity, all team members waiting
their turn to play are required to spend their idle moments in the exercise
room preparing for the second color fitness test to be conducted in
January.
The eighth grade boys follow the same procedure in the exercise
room.

The problem of space isn't so great since they are already on the

alternating day schedule with science.
The classes are larger in the seventh grade because we have
half of the seventh grade boys in a single class period.

We spend most

of the time driW.ng on skills and playing line basketball with the overload flooding into the exercise room.

We actually get more physical

development accomplished during this phase of the program than any
other time.

We conduct the indoor phase of the color tests near the

end of this variety program.

We feel that a great deal of individual help

can be given and mass instruction accomplished during this difficult
period by two teachers aided by four squad leaders.
The following daily lesson plan shows the instructional approach
to the teaching unit.
Date:
Class:

October 28
Grades 7, 8, 9

Equipment:
Time:

Basketballs
5 0 minutes

General Objectives
1.

To teach knowledge, skill, and appreciation of basketball.
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Specific Objectives
1.

To build endurance

2.

To develop agility

3.

To introduce dribbling

4.

To introduce the two-handed pass

5.

To introduce the two-handed set shot
NINTH GRADE

Procedure

Organization

Change, roll, and announcements

Squad formation

Warm-up exercises

JI

Squad drill

Introduce dribbling

Time in
Minutes
6

10
8

Introduce pas sing

JI

8

Introduce set shooting

II

8

10

Shower and dress
EIGHTH AND SEVENTH GRADES

Time in
Minutes

Procedure

Organization

Change, roll, and announcements

Squad formation

6

Warm-up exercises

Leader and line

10

Introduce dribbling

II

8

Introduce passing

JI

8

Introduce set shooting

II

8

Shower and dress

10
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The following 5-week unit shows the weekly progression of
specific skill instruction.
Physical
Fitness

Physical
Skills

Knowledge and
Appreciation

Social
Development

Endurance
Speed
Agility

Dribbling
Passing
Shooting

History
Rules: ball
handling
violations

New squads
Elect captains
Discussion

1

Endurance
Speed
Agility
Balance

Review skills
Pivoting

Rules discussion Sportsmanship
Introduce line
Leadership
basketball

2

Endurance
Speed
Agility
Balance
Strength

Review skills
Offense and
defense play
Lay-up drill

Rules officiating

Sportsmanship
Leadership
Followership

3

Endurance
Speed
Agility
Balance
Strength

Review shooting
Half court
scrimmage

Rules officiating

Team strategy
Group planning in
round robin play

4

Round robin play
full court
Testing

Rules officiating
Testing

Health and First Aid Unit
Health and first aid classes serve a dual purpose in our program:
the course helps to meet the health instruction needs of ninth grade boys
and secondly, it alleviates the crowded conditions in the gymnasium.

Wk.

5
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In addition to general health instruction, the course meets the requirements of the Red Cross Standard First Aid practices.

Certificates

are issued to those meeting the standard established by the Red Cross.
The following daily lesson plan shows the instructional approach
to the teaching unit.
Date:
Class:

October 29
Grade 9

Equipment:
Time:

Textbooks
50 minutes

General Objectives
1.

To teach knowledges, skills, and appreciation for safety and
first aid practices.

Specific Objectives
1.

To orient students as to the purpose of first aid.

2.

To assist students in learning the positive and negative aspects
of first aid.

3.

To assist students in learning the need for first aid instruction.
Time in
Procedure
Organization
Minutes

Roll call
Lecture on course orientation

Classroom seating
II

2

10

Read Chapter #1

II

15

Discussion of theory and skills
of first aid

II

20

Assignment for next class period

II

3

- 31 The following unit plan shows the content and presentation
sequence for a class meeting every other day for eight weeks.
Goals: Desirable outcome
1.

Better understanding of purpose and practice of first aid as
it is related to human injury.

2.

Better understanding of how accidents happen and how they
can be prevented.

3.

Better understanding of where first aid ends and medical
practice begins .

4.

Better understanding of the human body and how it works.

5.

Better understanding of personal health as it applies to
physical education.

Goals: Learning, knowledge, and information
1.

What is first aid and how is it given?

2.

How to care for the many different kinds of wounds.

3.

How to recognize shock and what to do about it.

4.

The skill of administering artificial respiration.

5.

What to do about poisoning.

6.

Care of injuries to bones, joints, and muscles.

7.

Care of burns and ill effects of heat and cold.

8.

"What to do for common emergencies.

9.

When and how do you transport a victim.

10.

Practicing first aid skills required in the standard course.

11.

Health habits conducive to good personal health.

12.

Drugs and their effect on the human body.

13.

Testing - knowledge and practical skills.
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Teaching aids
1.

Textbooks

2.

Heal th chart

3.

First aid chart

4.

Triangular bandages, splints, gauze roller bandages, gauze
squares, and adhesive compress.

5.

Community resource person with equipment for demonstration
of artificial respiration methods.

6.

Medical doctor to discuss values of first aid and its limitations
for the first aider.

References
1.

First Aid textbook

2.

Health textbook
Wrestling Unit
Wrestling, as a physical education activity, is gaining in

popularity throughout the country.

It has much to offer in the areas of

improving endurance, development of self confidence in personal defense, learning discipline and sportsmanship, and developing a satisfactory status of physical fitness.

It has its limitation too, as a

part of a total physical education, in that a large space is required
for a smaller number of people.

However, this problem can be overcome

somewhat by the technique of mass instruction.

The basic skill drills

progressing from the beginner's level in the seventh grade, are presented through the intermediate level in the ninth grade.

Boys are paired
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according to size and ability with the over-load rotating to the apparatus
room for personal developmental exercises and back to the mat for
wrestling.

The number of individual matches is held to a minimum

during the class period, but the s tu den ts are encouraged to carry this
activity over into the intramural program after school.
Individual help is offered those needing development in
specific areas of muscular weakness.

Many boys find this exercise

period helpful in developing specific areas of their bodies to progress
in the color rating.

One squad leader is usually available to administer

certain phases of the color test upon request by the student.
Teaching wrestling in mass often requires a different approach.
We teach basic moves by the "number".

For example, in teaching the

near wrist and far ankle breakdown, the entire movement will be demonstrated and each phase of the movement will be numbered.

When

the students understand what is expected of them, the instructor will
call out the first number. All students in the top position will grasp
the left wrist and far ankle of his opponent, then wait for the next
command.

The instructor checks to see if all are executing the move

properly before calling the next number.

On the command of two!, the

top man will drive his opponent forward and down bringing his weight
to bear on the opponent's back.
them back to starting position.

The instructor's whistle will bring
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The following daily lesson plan shows the instructional approach
to the teaching unit.
Date:
Class:

December 2
Grades 7, 8, 9

Equipment:
Time:

6-5 x 15 mats
50 minutes

General Objectives
1.

To satisfy the need of combatives for self defense •

2.

To teach skill in movement while under the stress of combative
conditions.

Specific Objectives
1.

To build endurance

2.

To develop agility

3.

To develop balance

4.

To introduce "breakdown" as a means to gain control.

5.

To teach the near wrist and far ankle breakdown.

Procedure

Organization

Change, roll, and announcements

Squad formation

Warm-up exercises
Orientation of wrestling

Explain and demonstrate the
referee's position
Explain and demonstrate and
teach the near wrist and far
ankle breakdown
Shower and dress

II

Pairs spread out on
mat

Time in
Minutes
6
6

5

II

7

II

18

8
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The following 6-week unit shows the weekly progression of
specific skill instruction.
Physical
Fitness

Physical
Skills

Knowledge and
Appreciation

Social
Development

Endurance
Agility
Balance

Breakdown near
wrist and far
ankle
Tight waist
Head lever

History
Rules: starting
position, etc.

Partners
Cooperation

1

Endurance
Agility
Balance
Speed

Review breakdowns
Counter moves for
breakdowns
Ride position for
control
Escape movements

Rules: hold
violations
Offensive
strategy

Cooperation
Emotional control

2

Endurance
Agility
Balance
Explosiveness

Review breakdown, Rules: scoring
counter moves,
Offensive and
control moves,
defensive
escapes
strategies
Pinning, combinations, crotch and
half nelson, cradle
and far leg

Cooperation
Emotional control
Sportsmanship

3

Endurance
Agility
Balance
Speed
Explosiveness

Review-ask
Offensive and
questions, help
defensive
each other
strategies
Escape from holds
Reversals as a
counter move
Take downs, double
leg tackle, arm
drag

Cooperation
Emotional control
Sportsmanship

4

Wk.
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Physical
Fitness

Physical
Skills

Knowledge and
Appreciation

Social
Development

Endurance
Agility
Balance
Speed
Explosiveness

Review several
moves from each
position
Practice matches

Training program

Emotional control
Sportsman ship

Matches
Testing on skills

Testing on rules
and strategy

The second semester begins at this time and the boys must
give up the health classroom as a teaching station, and return to the
This requires the scheduling of two ninth grade sections

into physical education activities at the same time.

There is no change

for the seventh and eighth grade.
To get the greatest use of available equipment and two
teaching stations, we instruct in two units on a section rotation
schedule.

One section will have instruction in tumbling while the other

section is engaged in the use of apparatus equipment.

The sections

are reversed the next day so that everyone has equal opportunity in
sharing the equipment.

The seventh grade, however, on this rotation

plan, will tumble every fourth day because they have physical education
on alternating days with reading.

The eighth grade will cover only one

unit at a time since they are scheduled as a single section into physical
education.

5

7

Tumbling Unit

gymnasium.

Wk.
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The following daily lesson plan shows the instructional approach
to the tumbling unit.
Date:
Class:

Equipment:
Time:

January 24
Grades 7, 8, 9

Mats
50 minutes

General Objectives
1.

To teach control of body movements.

2.

To teach skill in movements so that confidence results.

3.

To teach skill in movement so that safety results.

4.

To develop skills that have carry-over values in other
activities.

Specific Objectives
1.

To build endurance

2.

To develop agility

3.

To develop flexibility

4.

To teach the forward roll.

5.

To teach the backward roll.

6.

To teach the squat hand balance.

Procedure

Organization

Change, roll, and announcements

Squad formation

Time in
Minutes
6

Warm-up exercises

II

6

Orientation of tumbling

II

6

Introduce the forward roll

Leader and line

8

Introduce the backward roll

II

8

Introduce the squat hand balance

II

8

Shower and dress

8
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The following 7-week unit shows the weekly progression of
specific skill instruction.
Physical
Fitness

Physical
Skills

Know ledge and
Appreciation

Endurance
Flexibility
Balance

Forward roll
History
Backward roll
Safety
Squat hand balance
Shoulder roll
Forward dive over (1)

Squad formation

1

Endurance
Flexibility
Balance
Agility
Timing

Review skills
Back extension
Cartwheel
Double forward
roll

Mechanics of
movements
Safety

Helping others
Cooperation

2

Endurance
Flexibility
Strength
Agility
Timing
Balance

Review skills
Double backward
roll
Squat head stand
Forward roll to
wrestler's bridge

Mechanics of
movement
Spotting
Safety

Helping others
Cooperation

3

Endurance
Flexibility
Strength
Agility
Balance
Timing

Review skills
Head balance
Head spring
Knee-shoulder
balance
Figure 8 roll

Mechanics of
movement
Spotting
Safety
Film

Helping others
Cooperation

4

Endurance
Flexibility
Strength
Agility
Balance
Timing

Review skills
Drag to head stand
Forearm balance
Hand stand
Pyramids

Mechanics of
movement
Spotting
Safety

Helping others
Cooperation
Group effort

5

Social
Development

Wk.
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Physical
Fitness

Physical
Skills

Knowledge and
Appreciation

Social
Development

Endurance
Flexibility
Strength
Agility
Balance
Timing

Review skills

Spotting
Safety

Helping others
Cooperation

Testing

Testing

The section scheduled for apparatus instruction is divided into
four squads, each sharing the trampoline, high horizontal bar, vaulting
Each squad gets 12 minutes on

each piece of equipment, therefore, requiring more than one day to
complete the rotation plan.

The next lesson for this group will take

up the skills where the last one ended.
All the apparatus work is taught as a single unit plan.

The

progression list of skills to be learned are posted on the wall next to
each piece of equipment.

A leader is selected, using skill and potential

leadership as criteria, to supervise the activity of each squad.

As the

squads rotate to each piece of equipment, the teacher or leader will
introduce and demonstrate the new stunts to be performed.

Each

student must perform each stunt reasonably well before progressing to
the next.

This allows the more rapid learner to perform more stunts and

develop greater skill during this unit of instruction.

6

7

Apparatus Unit

box, and weight training equipment.

Vfk.
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The following daily lesson plan shows the instructional approach
for all pieces of equipment.
Date:
Class:

Equipment: Horizontal high
bar, trampoline, vaulting
box, weights
Time:
5 0 minutes

January 24
Grades 7, 8, 9

General Objectives
1.

To develop skill on the high bar.

2.

To develop skill on the trampoline.

3.

To develop skill on the vaulting box.

4.

To develop muscular strength in weight lifting.

Specific Objectives
1.

To teach the grip on the high bar.

2.

To teach skin the cat skill on the high bar.

3.

To teach the mount on the trampoline.

4.

To teach the bounce on the trampoline.

5.

To teach the approach on the vaulting box.

6.

To teach the squat vault.

7.

To teach principles of weight lifting.

8.

To teach recording of weight lifting progressions.

9.

To teach safety in all activity.

Procedure

Organization

Change, roll, and announcements

Squad formation

Warm-up exercises

II

Time in
Minutes
6
6
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Procedure

Organization

Explain the rotation plan and
safety procedure for the use
of each piece of equipment

Squad formation

Time in
Minutes
5

25

Squads go to their assigned area.
Leader demonstrates first stunt
shown on the elementary chart.
Students share equally the 12
minutes available for that piece
of equipment
Shower and dress

8

The following unit will show progression in skills for each
piece of apparatus equipment.
piece of apparatus.

Skills are listed in sequence under each

The instruction is individualized to permit each

student to progress as far and as rapidly as he can master the preceding
stunts.
HORIZONTAL BAR
Physical
Fitness

Physical
Skills

Knowledge and
Appreciation

Social
Development

Strength
Cooperation
Balance
Timing
Endurance

Skin the cat
Struggle up
Single knee swing-up
Half-lever from a
hang
Underswing dismount
Single knee circle
forward
Single knee circle
backward
Knee hang
Swinging turns
Hock swing dismount
Muscle up
Front pull over
Kip-up mount

History
Safety
Spotting
technique

Cooperation
Teamwork
Reliability
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Physical
Fitness

Physical
Skills

Knowledge and
Appreciation

Social
Development

Endurance
Strength
Balance
Agility

Forearm curl
Dead lift
Military press
Toe raise
Sit up (weighted}
Bench press
Squat jump
Rowing
Up-rowing
Wrestler's bridge
(weighted)
Test

History
Technique
Safety practice

Confidence
Cooperation
Courage

VAULTING BOX
Physical
Fitness

Physical
Skills

Endurance
Strength
Flexibility
Balance
Agility

Squat mount jump
Technique
Squat vault
Safety practice
Flank vault
Spotting
Front vault
Rear vault
Straddle mount jump
Straddle vault
Thief vault
Stoop vault
Squat dismount from
front lying position in
saddle
Hand spring dismount
from a lying position in
the saddle
Test

Knowledge and
Appreciation

Social
Development
Confidence
Cooperation
Courage
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TRAMPOLINE
Physical
Fitness

Physical
Skills

Knowledge and
Appreciation

Social
Development

Strength
Coordination
Balance
Timing

Roll mount
Step dismount
Bouncing
Knee-drop
Seat-drop
Hands and knee-drop
Front-drop
Back-drop
Swivel-hips
Half-turn table
Full-turn table
Cradle

History
Safety
Spotting technique

Cooperation
Teamwork
Reliability
Dependability

Volleyball Unit
Our half of the gymnasium is somewhat short for mass volleyball, but we make the best of what we have.

By rotating a squad or

two into the appartus room for the indoor phase of the national fitness
test, we get the necessary space for mass play.

The activity is

carried for only three weeks, because students lose drive under crowded
conditions.
The following daily lesson plan shows the instructional approach
to the teaching unit.
Date:
Class:

March 7
Grades 7, 8, 9

Equipment:
Time:

Volleyballs, nets,
standards
50 minutes

General Objectives
1.

To teach knowledge, skill, and appreciation of volleyball.
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Specific Objectives
1.

To build endurance

2.

To develop coordination

3.

To introduce "setting the ball"

4.

To introduce "volleying the ball"

5.

To show team position and rotation

6.

Introduce setting and volley with the net.
Time in
Minutes

Procedure

Organization

Change, roll, and announcements

Squad formation

6

Heavy calisthenics

Squad formation

8

Introduce "setting" skill

Squad circle drill

5

Introduce "volley" skill

Squad circle drill

5

Introduce team position and
rotation

Squad - team

5

Practice setting and volley
over the net

Squad - team

13

Shower and dress

8

The following 3-week unit shows the weekly progression of
specific skill instruction.
Physical
Fitness

Physical
Skills

Setting
Endurance
Coordination Volleying
Serving
Spiking

Knowledge and
Appreciation

Social
Development

History
Rules
Te am org ani zation
Rotation

Cooperation
Leadership
Teamwork

Wk.
1
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Physical
Fitness

Physical
Skills

Know ledge and
Appreciation

Social
Development

Endurance
Coordination
Balance
Agility

Review skills
Practice games

Offensive and
defensive
movement
Violations
Scoring

Cooperation
Teamwork
Followers hip

Round robin
games involving
above skills
Testing

Testing

The purpose of this activity is to offer a break in the usual
The program is largely recreational with the students suggest-

ing the type of activity desired and often teaching a new game to the
class.

We do not use a unit plan for this activity since students have

a free choice each day.

No skill tests are given during this period of

time, however, many color fitness tests are conducted on a volunteer
basis.
The games most often selected are clobber ball, prison ball,
swat tag, and relays.

Occasionally a squad of boys may be invited

over to play volleyball with the girls' class.
The daily lesson plan shows the routine approach to this
activity.
Date:
Class:

March 30
Grades 7, 8, 9

2

3

Games of Low Organization

routine.

Wk.

Equipment:
Time:

50 minutes
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General Objectives
1.

To allow boys to choose and often lead the activity.

2.

To give variety to the program.

Specific Objectives
1.

To develop leadership

2.

To develop followership

3.

To teach "play for fun" activities

Procedure

Organization

Change, roll, and announcements

Squad formation

Heavy exercise

II

Introduce games

Time in
Minutes
6

10

Section or squad

3

Game activity

II

10

Introduce new game

If

3

10

Game activity
Shower and dress

8

Track and Field Unit
We place track activities in the early part of the spring season
because the weather is often cool.
to be active all of the time.

There is ample space for everyone

The calisthenic exercises are very vigor-

ous to prevent serious injury to muscles.
taught by the teacher to an entire section.

Each track or field event is
After the several events have

been properly introduced and demonstrated, the section breaks up into
squads for practice of the activity.

Squad leaders, captains in the
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ninth grade, supervise the squad's activity.
The outside phase of the color test is also completed at this
time.

This is the last opportunity for students to advance their color

rating.
The following daily lesson plan will show instructional approach
to the unit.
Date:
Class:

April 20
Grades 7, 8, 9

E=.tuipment:
Time:

Hurdles
50 minutes

General Objectives
1.

To teach knowledges, skills, and appreciation of track and
field activities.

Specific Objectives
1.

To build endurance

2.

To develop strength

3.

To develop speed

Procedure

Organization

Change, roll, and announcements

Squad formation

\/\farm-up exercises
Teach skill in starting
Teach skill in running

II

Time in
Minutes
6
8

*
*
*

26
Teach skill in hurdling
Teach skill in broad jump
Shower and dress

*
*
*
10
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The following 3-week unit shows the weekly progression of
specific skills instruction.
Physical
Fitness

Physical
Skills

Knowledge and
Appreciation

Social
Development

Endurance
Speed

Starting
Running
Hurdling
Broad jump
High jump

Rules for
participation

Leadership

1

Endurance
Speed
Strength

Review skills
Relays
Shot put

Rules for
participation
Training rules

Leadership
Cooperation

2

Wk.

Review
Competition
Testing

3

Softball Unit
This is the last unit of the school year.
to keep everyone active.

There is ample space

Most of our instructional time is devoted to drill

on skills to avoid inactivity of team members.

We encourage the idle

members of the team at bat to coach bases, umpire, or play catch with
the extra balls.
During this period of softball, we dispense with calisthenics
and warm up by playing catch, having infield drill, and batting practice.
The following daily lesson plan will show the instructional
approach to the unit.
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Date:
Class:

May 13
Grades 7, 8, 9

Equipment:
Time:

Softballs, bats, mi ts
50 minutes

General Objectives
1.

To teach knowledge, skill, and appreciation of softball.

Specific Objectives
1.

To teach throwing skills

2.

To teach catching skills

3.

To teach infield skills
Time in
Minutes

Procedure

Organization

Change, roll, and announcements

Squad formation

6

Teach skill in throwing

Squad formation

12

Teach skill in catching

Squad formation

12

Teach skill in fielding
ground balls

Squad formation

12

Shower and dress

8

The following 3-week unit shows the weeks progression of
specific skills instruction.
Physical
Fitness

Physical
Skills

Know ledge and
Appreciation

Social
Development

Agility
Throwing
Coordination Catching
Fielding
Batting
Pitching

Rules
Discussion

Leadership
Cooperation

1

Agility
Review skills
Coordination Bunting
Speed
Base running
Round robin

Officiating
Tips on base
coaching
Strategy

Leadership

2

Wk.
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Physical
Fitness

Physical
Skills

Know ledge and
Appreciation

Round robin games
involving above
skills

Testing

Social
Development

3

Intramural and Interschool Athletic Activity
Intramural and interschool athletic activity is a by-product
of a vigorous, broad-based physical education program.

This program

is an outlet for those who wish to have a more competitive aspect of
sports activity.
The Wilson intramural program is open to all students wishing
to improve their level of skills in the activity offered and to those desiring more competition, however, not on the varsity level.
is offered three times weekly, for 6 weeks in the fall.

Flag football

Apparatus, in-

cluding weight training, is offered three times weekly, for 8 weeks
during the winter.

Softball is offered three times weekly for 5 weeks

during the spring season.

The numbers participating are relatively few

when compared to our broad-based varsity program.
About one-fourth of the boys enrolled in school are turning
out for the interschool athletic program.

Football, basketball, and base-

ball competition is largely restricted to grade level.

The older and

larger more mature boy is moved up a grade level to keep a more homogeneous grouping on competitive teams.

Wk.

Individual wrestling compe-

titian is restricted to a weight classification as outlined by the
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Washington State High School Acti vi ties Association.

The track team

is comprised of boys from grades 7 through 9, competing on three levels
of competition.

The California classification system, using the ex-

ponent of age, height, and weight factors, determines the divisions of
competition.

Seventh and eighth grade teams in football and basketball

play practice games with other teams in the city league.
championships declared or trophies awarded for this play.

There are no
No out-of-

town games are permitted on any level of competition.
Fitness Program
During the last decade, a great deal of emphasis has been
placed on the fitness objective within the physical education program.
Standards for achievement have risen considerably due to the attention
given it on the national and local levels.

The desire to measure up to

group standards, the knowledge fitness contributes to better performance
in activities, and the desire to improve oneself for health reasons are
strong motivational forces for fitness.
A vigorous exercise program gives purpose and direction to the
child's goals in the fitness program.

It is through daily calisthenics

and vigorous activity that the goals of physical fitness are achieved.
The length of period and kind of calisthenic drills used depends somewhat on the type of activity following.

If we are on a unit

of skills involving a lot of running, such as, soccer or track, our
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calisthenic drill would emphasize strength and warm-up type exercise.
Light or warm-up type exercises consist of trunk bending, running in
place, arm and trunk rotation, and muscle stretching.

For strength

type exercises we use push-ups, squat thrust, curl-ups, and neck
bridging.

We increase the tempo and number of repetitions for the

endurance factor.
Fitness testing for diagnostic and motivational purposes is
given at various intervals throughout the program.

The A.A.H.P.E.R.

national test is given in September and again in April to find areas of
individual weakness and to measure individual progress.

The results

are often highly motivational for the child and helpful to the teacher in
planning areas of emphasis in the program.

The grade given for main-

taining a very high level or improvement towards that goal is weighted
at 20% of the total 9-week grade.

Tests are conducted in mass, over a

two-day period, supervised by leaders at each test station, with overall supervision by the teacher.
An individual report is prepared for each seventh and eighth
grade boy, indicating area of weakness and suggesting homework
activity for improvement.
each test.

This report is sent home to the parents after

See Appendix "A" for the report form.

The color fitness program has a three-fold purpose:
utilize the principle of group status as a motivational device.

(1) to
Color

uniforms give visual recognition and becomes meaningful in terms of
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"rank

II

within the over-all student population; (2) it gives purpose to

our use of the exercise equipment, such as, dip-bars, pull-up bars,
and ropes that we use to relieve the over-load occurring in some of our
activities; and (3) to give the teacher a constant check on the progress
of individuals within his section.

Students are given four tests during

the year, with the first one coming in October.

The first test result

is recorded in black and any progress noted over the previous test a
year ago is graded and weighted as 20% of the total physical education
grade for the first nine-week period.
The second attempt to improve their color status may be
taken anytime af:er January 1st and is recorded in red.

This second

trial or test must be completed before the end of January so that progress
may be noted for grading purposes.

The third trial must be completed

before the end of March and the fourth completed before the end of May.
The deadlines are set mainly for grading purposes since a boy may wear
his new color as soon as he qualifies.

Refer to Appendix "E

minimum standards of achievement of each color group.

II

for

The minimum

gray requirements are set very low so that the underdeveloped boy too,
may find
effort.

some degree of success and perhaps be motivated to greater
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Summary and Conclusion
I. Summary
The shift in educational emphasis away from the free play
and into a formal disciplined program has given purpose and direction
to physical education.

Learning to do by doing, offering leadership

opportunities, placing the student in decision-making situations, and
the striving for excellence in everyone, gives physical education a
unique position in the field of education.
Most authorities agree that the school is expected to provide
adequate programs in health, safety, and physical education because
these goals are essential in every day living.

To accomplish this ob-

jective, authorities agree that youngsters need at least one period of
physical education daily.

A minimum of 30 minutes in grades 1-6 and

one 5 0-minute daily in grades 7-12.
All available sources of information indicate adequate testing,
physical examination, physical fitness, and knowledge and skill
should be administered at regular intervals.

Retesting and comparing

results with past performances is essential if progress is to be measured
and evaluation to ha:ve meaning.
Authorities agree that competitive experiences should be planned
as part of a carefully conceived intramural program, but many disagree
with the statement that the highly skilled should have an interscholastic
program in grades 7-9.
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Conclusion

Many obstacles arise and must be overcome in developing
an aggressive, yet flexible, physical education program.
major obstacles are:

Some of the

(1) apathy of some parents and teachers towards

physical education in general; (2) physical education time is being reduced to make room for new courses in language and science; (3) rising
costs of equipment and building construction; (4) reduction in monies
appropriated for school operation; and (5) shortage of adequately trained
teaching personnel in the field of physical education.
The physical education program has hurdled many of the above
mentioned obstacles by:

(1) developing a well defined philosophy

compatible with that of the district; (2) making students aware of daily
objectives; (3) raising the level of achievement to a status comparable
to that of academic subjects; and (4) by motivating students to greater
effort through good public relations.
The teacher must be a good salesman of his program.

The pro-

gram must demonstrate the fact that needs are being adequately met and
desirable outcomes are undeniably achieved.

The teacher must be a

guidance counselor to some, disciplinarian to many, and a friend to those
needing friendship.
Physical Education must have a broad basis if it is to have
sufficient variety for all to find some degree of success and still challenge
the superior student.

"Excellence", within the capability of each student,

is the established goal for the program.
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APPENDIX A
WILSON JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
PHYSICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _has been given the MHPER physical fitness test, devised by the President's Council on Youth Fitnes, endorsed by the NEA
and given to over 30 million American and foreign school children. The
test consists of seven events: (1) Pull-ups to measure shoulder strength;
(2) Sit-ups to measure abdominal strength and explosive power; (3) Standing
broad jump to measure agility, and explosive power; (4) 5 0 yd. dash to
measure speed; (5) Shuttle run (a back-and-forth run) to measure coordination and speed; (6) Softball throw to measure coordination and explosive power; (7) 600 yd. run to measure endurance and speed.
The test is based upon 100 points with 50 points being average. The score
appearing below is in comparison with others his own age, height, and
weight.
SCORE

--------------

It is suggested that the indicated activities be practiced more when
possible at school and at home the next several months. Another test will
be given in the fall.
Below average in

Suggested activity for improvement

1.

Coordination

All around play and skill games, swim ming, rope skipping, mat work.

2.

Shoulder and chest
strength

Chinning bar, rope climbing, climbing, push-ups, weight work.

3.

Endurance or leg
power

Running, walking, rugged strenuous
games, muscular active work.

4.

Speed

Wind sprints, short dashes, speed
games.

Sometimes a low physical fitness rating is due to an early sickness,
operation or accident. This of course, must be taken into consideration.
Excessive overweight also lowers one's score.
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APPENDIX A (Con't)

Many times physical fitness is lowered by improper diet and lack of rest.
Growing boys need plenty of fruit juices, milk, eggs, cheese, vegetables,
and meat. Too many have an excessive amount of hamburgers, pizzas,
french fries, candy, soft drinks, pastries, and nuts.
Every boy needs at least eight hours sleep!
We would be glad to furnish any information you wish and answer questions
about the above test.

*The preceding material was taken intact from an article in the Physical
Education Newsletter, Letter 13, Volume 6, March 1962; entitled Griffith
High School Tests for Fitness, written by Sanders, Carl.
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APPENDIX B
Wilson Activity Schedule for Boys
September 3 to October 4

(24 days)

Fitness Testing (A.A.H.P.E.R.)

all grades

Activities relating to football

9th grade
7th & 8th grades

Firearms safety training

7th grade

4 days

Color fitness test program

all grades

2 days

October 7 to October 25
Activities relating to soccer

2 days
20 days
18 days

(15 days}
9th grade

October 28 to November 29

15 days
(24 days}

Activities relating to basketball

all grades

12 days

Health and first aid instruction

9th grade

12 days

December 2 to January 23

(32 days}

Health and first aid instruction

9th grade

14 days

Fundamentals of wrestling

all grades

16 days

Color fitness test program

all grades

2 days

January 20 to March 7
Activities involving tumbling, rope climbing,
horizontal bar, trampoline, weight training,
vaulting box, and other body building
exercises

(35 days}

9th grade
7th & 8th grades

35 days
18 days
(15 days}

March 7 to March 2 7
Fitness testing (A.A.H P.E.R.)

all grades

Fundamentals of volleyball

9th grade
7th & 8th grades

2 days
13 days
8 days
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APPENDIX B (Con't)
March 30 to April 10

(10 days)

Games of low organization

9th grade
7th & 8th grades

9 days
5 days

Color fitness test program

all grades

1 day

April 13 to April 17
Spring vacation

(5 days)
all grades

5 days
(34 days)

April 2 0 to June 4
Completion of color tests

all grades

2 days

Fundamentals of track and field

9th grade
7th & 8th grades

14 days
7 days

Fundamentals of softball

9th grade
7th & 8th grades

14 days
7 days
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YEARLY PLAN WITH REFERENCE TO SKILLS
Physical
Fitness

Physical
Skills

Knowledge and
Appreciation

Social
Development

Posture
Strength
Endurance
Speed
Agility
Balance

Calisthenics
Balance
Stance
Discipline

Calisthenics
Technique

Leadership
Followership
Pride

Football
Passing
Catching
Running
Kicking
Test

Football
History
Rules
Offense and
defense
strategies
Test

Sportsmanship
Group
cooperation
Teamwork
Competitive
spirit

Posture
Strength
Agility

Calisthenics
Balance
Stance
Discipline

Calisthenics
Technique

Leadership
Followership
Pride

Endurance
Speed
Agility
Balance

Soccer
Dribbling
Passing
Running
Blocking
Jumping
Test

Soccer
History
Rules
Offense and
defense
strategies
Test

Sportsmanship
Group
cooperation
Teamwork
Competitive
spirit

Posture
Strength
Agility

Calisthenics
Balance
Stance
Discipline

Calisthenics
Technique

Leadership
Followership
Pride

Endurance
Speed
Balance
Accuracy
Agility

Basketball
Passes
Dribble
Shooting
Pivoting
Defense and
offense
Test

Basketball
History
Rules
Offense and
defense
strategies
Test

Sportsmanship
Team support
Competitive
spirit

Testing

Color tests

Days
24

15

25
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APPENDIX C

(Con 't)

Physical
Fitness

Physical
Skills

Knowledge and
Appreciation

Social
Development

Posture
Strength
Agility

Calisthenics
Balance
Stance
Discipline

Calisthenics
Technique

Leadership
Followership
Pride

Endurance
Strength
Stance
Speed
Balance
Agility

Wrestling
Holds
Breakdown
Takedown
Escapes
Reversals
Test

Sportsmanship
Team support
Competitive
spirit

Color test

Health and First
Aid

Wrestling
History
Rules
Offensive
moves
Defensive moves
Scoring
Test
Health and First
Aid
Skills

Posture
Strength
Agility

Calisthenics
Balance
Stance
Discipline

Calisthenics
Technique

Leadership
Followership
Pride

Strength
Speed
Endurance
Balance
Agility

Tumbling
Tumbling
Forward roll
History
Backward roll
Technique
Dive
Safety practice
Backward roll
Spotting
extended
Squat hand balance
Shoulder roll
Cartwheel
Double forward roll
Double backward roll
Squat head stand
Head balance
Head spring
Knee-shoulder balance
Figure 8 roll
Drag to head stand
Hand stand
Test

Days
28

Compassion for
fellow man

Tumbling
Confidence
Cooperation
Courage

30
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APPENDIX C

(Con't)

Physical
Fitness

Physical
Skills

Knowledge and
Appreciation

Strength
Cooperation
Balance
Timing
Endurance

Horizontal Bar
Horizontal Bar
Skin the cat
History
Struggle up
Technique
Single knee
Safety practice
swing-up
Half-lever from
Spotting
a hang
Single knee circle
forward
Single knee circle
backward
Knee hang
Swinging turns
Hock swing dismount
Muscle-up
Front pull over
Kip-up mount
Test

Horizontal Bar
Confidence
Cooperation
Courage

Endurance
Strength
Speed
Balance
Agility

Trampoline
Trampoline
History
Roll mount
Technique
Step dismount
Safety practice
Bouncing
Knee-drop
Spotting
Seat-drop
Hands and knee-drop
Front drop
Back drop
Swivel hips
Half-tum table
Full-turn table
Cradle
Test

Trampoline
Confidence
Cooperation
Courage

Endurance
Strength
Balance
Agility

Weight Training
Weight Training
Forearm curl
History
Dead lift
Technique
Military press
Safety practice
Toe raise
Spotting
Sit-up (weighted)
Bench press
Squat jump
Test

Weight Training
Confidence
Cooperation
Courage

Social
Development

Days
30
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Physical
Fitness

(Con' t)

Physical
Skills

Knowledge and
Appreciation

Social
Development

Health and
First Aid

Health and
First Aid
Skills

Compassion for
fellow man

30

20

Days

Test

Posture
Strength
Agility

Calisthenics
Balance
Stance
Discipline

Calisthenics
Technique

Leadership
Followership
Pride

Strength
Speed
Endurance
Balance
Agility

Volleyball
Setting
Spiking
Jumping
Timing
Running

Volleyball
History
Rules
Offense and
defense
strategies
Tests

Cooperation
Teamwork
Competitive
spirit

Posture
Strength
Agility

Calisthentics
Balance
Stance
Discipline

Calisthenics
Technique

Leadership
Followership
Pride

Endurance
Speed
Balance

Games of Low
Organization
Running
Stopping
Starting
Throwing
Catching

Games of Low
Organization
Rules
New games
Carry over
value

Relaxation
Friendship
Enjoyment

National tests

Completion of
National
tests

SPRING VACATION

10
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APPENDIX C

(Con 't)

Physical
Fitness

Physical
Skills

Knowledge and
Appreciation

Social
Development

Endurance
Strength
Speed
Balance
Color tests

Calisthenics
Balance
Stance
Discipline

Calisthenics
Technique

Leadership
Followership
Pride

Track
Running
Jumping
Starting
Throwing
Hurdling

Track
History
Rules
Technique
Tests

Confidence
Competitive
spirit
Teamwork

Softball
Throwing
Catching
Batting
Running

Softball
History
Rules
Offensive and
defensive
strategies
Tests

Competitive
spirit
Sportsmanship
Group
cooperation

Days
34
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APPENDIX D

YAKIMA PUBLIC SCHOOLS
1st Annual
GYMORAMA
Eisenhower-Wilson Gymnasium
February 6, 1959
7:30 p. m.
FORWARD
Welcome to the Yakima Public Schools first annual Gymorama.

This program is presented in the interest of the boys and girls of the
Yakima Public Schools, and is intended to provide an opportunity for them
to display to their parents and the public some of the skills they have
acquired in their regular physical education classes.
The physical education program includes a variety of activities
which are intended to direct and stimulate the growth and development
of the individual physically, emotionally, mentally and socially, and to
make a real contribution toward his total physical fitness.
It is obvious that not all the activities in which the student participates in physical education classes can be included in this program
tonight. The ones selected for demonstration are intended to show only
certain phases of the work which is typical on the elementary, secondary
and college levels.
It is our hope that you enjoy yourself and that the program proves to
be instructive as well as entertaining.

John Zaepfel,
Director, Physical Education
Grades 7-14
Claude Brannan,
Director, Physical Education
Grades 1-6
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APPENDIX D (Con 't)

PROGRAM
1.

Calisthenic Drill.

• . . . .

7 minutes

Leader: Bonnie Maitlen
Demonstrations: Jumping Jacks, waist bending, sit-ups, hip flex,
half wing, full wing
2.

Physical Fitness Test.

.

8 minutes

Leaders: Art Hutton, Keith Farnum
Demonstrations: Chins, dips, jump-reach, Burpee 10 seconds,
Burpee 60 seconds, floor-touch, finger-tough right, fingertouch left
Leader will explain each exercise, the point total achieved,
and its meaning relative to total physical fitness.
3.

Elementary Tableaux . . . .

. . 8 minutes

Leaders: Dave Stephens, Clarence Pierce, Jim Bryant,
Wayne Buck, Peggy Stapleton, Frank Miller
Demonstrations: Dodge ball, wander ball, hoola hoop, rope
jumping, relays

4.

Volleyball .
Leader:

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 minutes
Bob Thomson
Pat Miller, Dorothy Dobie, Ray Hobbs,
Beverly McLaurin

Demonstrations: Warm-up, serving, spiking, game

5.

Elementary Dance . . . . . .

. • 8 minutes

Leader: Alene Wesselius
Mary Vernon, Elaine Hamm, Janice Holder,
Helen Stevenson, Irma Paxman, Mary Hunt,
Wayne Smith
Demonstrations: Gustaf's Skoal, All-American Promenade
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PROGRAM
6.

Drill Team . . . . . .

. . . . 8 minutes

Leaders: Mable Sherar, Dolores Graves
Student Leaders: Billy Bolton, Hazel Pollack
Demonstrations: Davis High School Girls' Drill Team, Advanced
Physical Education
7.

Tumbling: Elementary, Secondary, College . . . . .
Leaders:

13 minutes

Cliff Dale, Elementary and Secondary
Chuck Brayton, College
Keith Cabe, Arne Pelluer, Bonnee Hyatt,
Mary Newman, Bonnie Maitlen, Bob Thomson,
Pat Miller, Dorothy Dobie, Roy Bush,
Della Jordan

Demonstrations: ELEMENTARY AND JUNIOR HIGH - Double forward
roll, double backward roll, dive into forward roll (one man),
dive into forward roll (two men), cartwheels
COLLEGE - Forward somersault, backward roll
with layout, egg roll, chest dive, kip-up, hand spring,
head spring
Elementary and Junior High are to have first nine minutes of
time; College to have last four minutes, for advanced demonstrations.

8.

Elementary Basketball
Leaders:

10 minutes

Roy Bush, Jack Stapleton, Russell Scofield,
David Stephens, Bob Sizemore, Herb Schmidt

Demonstrations: Two five-minute games - Nob Hill vs. Lincoln
Garfield vs. Roosevelt
9.

Trampoline: Junior High and College. . . . . . . .
Leaders:

13 minutes

Arne Pelluer, Junior High; Chuck Brayton, College;
Keith Cabe, Bonnee Hyatt, Mary Newman, Bob
Thomson, Pat Miller, Dorothy Dobie, Cliff Dale,
Bonnie Maitlen
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APPENDIX D (Con 't)
PROGRAM
Demonstrations: JUNIOR HIGH - Seat drop, knee drop, front
drop, back drop
COLLEGE - Cradle, somersaults, swivel hips,
competitive bounces
Junior Highs to have first nine minutes of time; College to
have last four minutes, for advanced demonstrations
10. Wrestling • .

8 minutes

Leaders: Elmer Messenger, Clayton Frazier
Demonstrations: Training drills, escapes, holds, pins, scoring
rules, two-minute exhibition match
Davis and Eisenhower wrestling teams
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APPENDIX E
NAME

KEY
RED

GRAY
~
.....
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(/)
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(/)

r+

r+

OJ

'"1

OJ

~
.....

GOLD

(/)

Cl)
r+

r+

OJ

OJ

~
.....

Cf.l

Cl)
r+

r+

OJ

OJ

'"1

.

;:l

'"1

'"1

.

;:l

'"1

'"1

TEST ITEM:
Pull-Up

1

3

5

6

8

10

11

13

15

16

18

20

Push-Up

3

15

20

22

30

34

35

40

45

50

60

70

Bar-Dip

1

3

5

7

9

10

11

14

17

20

22

24

20

40

50

55

65

75

80

90

100

110

120

130

8

10

12

15

17

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

13

12

11

5'

S 6" 6

Sit-Up
Burpee (30 sec. Four Count)
Shuttle Run (30 ft.)
St. Broad Jump

*
*

1

H plus 6

II

HL

H

Shuttle Run (200 yds.)

38

36

Jump Reach

12" 14 11 16"

17 II

28

25

24

Shuttle Run (300 yds.)

42

Agility Run

21

Dodge Run

(seconds)

30

H

H plus 12

HF

Rope Climb (16 ft.)
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APPENDIX E (Con't)
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*St. Broad Jump - "H" refers to height of individual testee.
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